
Summaries to all the Films 

Capote: 

 The movie Capote is about how Truman Capote got his motivation to write In 

Cold Blood. The movie gets straight to the point with the murders with no background 

on what happened. He was with his friend author of To Kill a Mockingbird. Truman had 

seen the article about the murder in the paper. Capote then wanted to write a better 

article about the murder. He went to Holcomb and talked to Detective Alvin Dewey. At 

that point when he was doing his undercover work to find out what happened, he 

seemed very confident. The movie did not go into detail about Dick and Perry. 

I did not expect the characters to look anything like that even if it was just a movie. I 

thought Dick was short and had little tattoos and Perry was tall. When I saw them I 

thought that the person who played Dick was Perry because he seemed like he had 

issues. When Capote goes and talks to Dick and Perry I could tell that he was starting 

to have feelings for Perry. He was feeding him, talking to him, and bringing him books. 

Once Truman left he told Perry to write him every five seconds. Overall the most 

interesting part about the movie was Perry telling what actually happened. It was a well 

composed movie. 

Breakfast at Tiffany’s: 

 The film Breakfast at Tiffany’s by Truman Capote was a well composed movie. It 

was not exactly the same as the novel. The main points were included in the film along 

with new ideas. The two main characters Holly Golightly and Paul Varjak (Fred) were 

well played by Audrey Hepburn and George Pappard. Hepburn was good at seeming 

like stuck up when she did not have much. Rusty was nothing close to what I thought he 

was going to look like. In the book we did not know who the narrator was, I wonder if 

they made up a random name for in the movie. I believed the narrator was Capote 

himself. When the movie started it got straight to the point like the other Capote film. I 

thought it was going to start with the narrator in Joe Bell’s bar, which they never mention 

throughout the movie. I really liked the scenery of it all it looked like it was in Hollywood. 

Some small details stood out to me that made me laugh. The party was a hilarious 

scene to watch when Mag passed out and Holly shouted “Timber.” The library look way 

different and more complicated then it is today. When Paul and Holly go to Tiffany’s to 

look around; he wanted to buy her a present but only had ten dollars so he engraved 

the ring from the crackerjacks box, that part was adorable. I kind of wanted to see the 

medal he gave her in the book and the bird cage Holly gave Paul. The first two lines on 

Paul’s typewriter about Holly were interesting. Jose had a different last name. The end 

of the film I enjoyed more then the book because Holly and Paul were together with the 

cat, whereas in the novel they went their own ways. Overall great film. 



The Wizard of Oz: 

 The wizard of oz like most films that are based on books had differences. It is 

understandable that not all details can fit into an hour and a half movie. What stood out 

was that the three men in the beginning ended up being the lion, tin man, and 

scarecrow. Everyone who was first introduced was someone in the other world. I like 

Judy Garland as Dorothy she was innocent and sassy. What I remembered when I was 

little from this movie was just the songs. Making the film a musical was memorable 

without the music I think it wouldn’t be as good as a movie. 

Some differences between the novel and the film were when oz was supposed to get 

the liquid courage to the lion, the needles for the scarecrow in the novel where in movie 

the lion gets a medal saying courage and the scarecrow a diploma of thinkology. I 

thought part was better in the film because it was more realistic. When Dorothy threw 

the water on the Wicked Witch I didn’t think it was going to be so dramatic. What I 

noticed was that the witch of the North was an instigator between the Wicked Witch of 

the West and Dorothy. In class when we were talking about the gold and silver standard 

and how it represented the road, I was able to see and understand it. In the end both 

the story and the film were great. 


